Kingdom Building.
The Baptist Church Loan Corporation (BCLC) has
been serving churches with knowledge, wisdom,
and real estate loans for almost 70 years.
Our primary purpose is to focus on the
long-term spiritual and financial
health of each church we help.
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A Kingdom-minded organization,
BCLC assists churches in their efforts
to spread the gospel. Next Step
Partnership offers guidance to church
leaders in preparing, planning and
securing funding for the next step of
their mission and ministries.

Over

65

years experience

$1 billion

in church loan requests
since 1952
Approximately

175,000

Church leaders are tasked with
balancing various facets of ministry
within their church. If a long-term
mindset isn't maintained amidst the
day-to-day responsibilities, the need
for large milestones — such as a
building with more space — can
arise very suddenly.

PREPARING
FOR YOUR
CHURCH'S
NEXT STEP
Next Step Partnership assists church

Our team is comprised of loan
officers, financial analysts, and Next
Step specialists who are eager to
walk through this season with you.
We would be glad to come
alongside your church, no matter
the project, scope or timeline.

leaders as they prepare for upcoming
milestones in the growth of the church.

WHY NEXT STEP
PARTNERSHIP?
Distinctive Partnership
Because of our non-profit status, BCLC is able to prioritize God's calling
on our company rather than emphasizing profits.
At this time, God has called us to offer BCLC-funded, Next Step services
and affordable, real-estate loans. Our desire in providing these services is
to guide churches into healthy, long-term positions.

Kingdom Calling
God has placed a unique calling into the heart of every single church
across the nation. Likewise, BCLC has humbly asked for His hand guide
us since our inception in 1952. Both on the company level and on the
individual employee level, BCLC seeks to be aligned with God's will on a
daily basis, much like your church.

Stewardship of Resources

per week worshipping in BCLCfinanced church facilities

Culture

Context

Calling

We help your church
examine its unique culture
within the church walls,
which determines the
manner in which all tasks
and decisions are carried
out.

Understanding the context in
which your church operates —
from the types of people you
reach to the details of the site on
which you gather — is essential
in determining how your church
is positioned to grow.

Bringing to remembrance
His calling and activating
that calling in every
decision your church
makes is the best
foundation on which a
church can grow.

BCLC helps churches steward their resources in a way that sets them up
for long-term financial health. We, too, engage this practice. The
efficiency of our staff coupled with proper management of our assets
allow us to reach more churches and help them implement sound
financial practices.

Commitment to Service
Our priority is to come alongside churches and provide wisdom and
insight regarding expansion projects. We are committed to serving
churches of all sizes and in all seasons.

